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Abstract 

Women in Local Politics: A Study of Women's Participation in the Politics of 
Sabaragamuwa Province from 1987-2005 

This thesis presents a socio-political analysis on women's participation in local 

politics and identifies the existing constraints which prevent women's participation in 

politics in Sri Lankan society. It explores the following problem: why is that women's 

participation in the democratic political process in Sri Lanka has been very low, 

despite the growth of electoral democracy and the relatively higher conditions for 

women?. 

For this study the field survey was carried out in the Sabaragamuwa province. The 

overall objective of this study is to understand the contexts, conditions and 

circumstances under which participation of women in local politics in Sri Lanka 

occur. In this context, special attention is drawn to identify the level of women's 

participation in the political process and at decision- making levels. In addition to the 

above aim, reasons for the gender disparity of representation at the local political 

arena and recognize the means to overcome the existing barriers which limit women's 

participation in local politics are also examined. For this study, whereas both 

qualitative and quantitative approaches and two sets of surveys were employed. The 

survey of perceptions among the general public and women candidates, which 

consisted of 600 and 110 respondents respectively, selected using the technique of 

simple random sampling and purposive sampling. Questionnaires and Informal 

interviews were used to elicit qualitative information. 

The study reveals that women in ancient society of Sri Lanka have enjoyed the rights 

of education, holding property, economic, and political participation. Although there 

are positive evidence to suggest that the pre-colonial society was very often not a 

gender biased and patriarchal, the strong women and women in royal families and 

powerful women or the independent women were always not ideal types of women in 

the pre-modern society Sinhala society. However, in the contemporary Sri Lankan 

society, women get lesser opportunities in the spheres of economic, political 
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participation and decision-making processes and economic activities. Further, this 

study reveals that gender, inequality, patriarchy and male domination are present to a 

considerable degree in Sri Lankan politics. Patriarchy and male domination are also 

practiced. In examining women's participation in local authorities, this study has 

identified the presence of glaring gender disparity. Even in instances where enjoy 

relatively higher positions in society, they are in the processes of decision-making and 

political participation. 

Apart from that, this study also explores an enduring paradox in relation to women's 

political participation in Sri Lanka.. Very often the public opinion is positive on 

women's right to involve in politics. But in practice of this sphere there is a 

contradiction. Relationship to a leading politician, death of a practicing (especially 

male) politician circumstances leading to generating waves of sympathy due to the 

death of a male family member very often pay for women to enter politics. Women 

who have come to politics often used ideological notions of womanhood for 

leadership, eg. "motherhood" position of women. On the whole, this study reveals 

that although ideologically the society does not hold negative attitudes on women's 

participation in politics, the gender bias, patriarchy and male domination continue to 

define the parameters for women's political participation in contemporary Sri Lankan 

society. 
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